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I will:
- Introduce the ESIF Guide for Library Applicants;
- The future of the TTU strategy
EBLIDA’s Offer

EBLIDA SDG European House

- EBLIDA Community
- EBLIDA Services
- EBLIDA Reporting Tools
- EBLIDA Training
Thanks to:

- EBLIDA Members
- EBLIDA EC
- ELSIA Expert Group
- TTU Organisers
Since October 2020, the EBLIDA Community has demonstrated that:

- SDGs are not only library stories to be told, but policies to be assessed through indicators
- There is a European approach
- SDGs are not accessory to the library core mission, they are the library mission!
EBLIDA Offer

European Structural and Investment Funds 2021-2027

A Guide for Library Applicants
EBLIDA SDG European House

General information:
about ESIF

Difference between ERDF and ESF+
What is a smart specialisation strategy
General information: about SDGs
- How to translate library activities into SDGs
- Why it is so important for libraries to be part of SDG national roadmaps
How to make use of ESI Funds in eight steps:

3rd Step. Keep in mind the objectives of the EU Work programme. When preparing ESI-funded library project:

7th Step. Get in touch with TTU national coordinator(s),

8th Step. The EBLIDA Secretariat, where there is no TTU action
How to make use of ESI Funds in eight steps:

1\textsuperscript{st} Step. Consult the tools EBLIDA has made available within the Sustainable Development House

2\textsuperscript{nd} step. Consult the tools set up by partner organisations at national level
EBLIDA Offer

EBLIDA SDG European House

Tools

The EBLIDA Matrix

What is EBLIDA Matrix?

The EBLIDA Matrix is the EBLIDA contribution to the Europe 2030 Agenda. As the European Bureau of Library Associations, we are offering this service to European libraries - how to be involved in the implementation of the Europe 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

Activities

- Implementing Sustainable Development Goals in European Libraries
- The EBLIDA SDG European House
- The EBLIDA Matrix
- Advocacy and Lobbying for Libraries in Europe
- Information Law
- Knowledge and Information Centre (KIC)
- EBLIDA Position Papers and Statements
- Copyright reform
- Marrakesh Treaty in Europe

Related Teams

- Working Group on European Libraries and Sustainability Assessment (ELSA)

NEWS

June

02 June 2020 - A fully-fledged concept to frame the work of the SDGs into the broader scope of the SDGs Agenda for Sustainable Development in European libraries. Read more >

View all news items >
EBLIDA SDG European House

Tools

http://www.eblida.org/activities/sdg-kic/
4th Step. Constantly monitoring ESIF webpages
4th Step. Constantly monitoring ESIF webpages
6th Step. Create a TTU table for each library project

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific objective ESIF</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>SDG</th>
<th>Library projects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Reaping the benefits of digitisation for citizens, companies and governments</td>
<td>CCO 03 - Enterprises and public institutions supported to develop digital products, services and applications</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Digital Services &amp; Skills/Digitalization Connectivity Growth Empower Employment/Continuing Education Programs and Material for Distance Learning Providing Hardware</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Where do we stand now?

- October 2020-June 2021: Think The Unthinkable
- June-December 2021: Turn TTU into practice (PAs are being signed)
- January 2022-December 2022: Implement the TTU strategy
June-Dec 2021: TTU library projects will go through the SDG-test:

“Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”

(Brundtland Report, 1987)
SDG-oriented:

- Freedom of expression and access to accurate information, against advertisement-based creativity and fake news;

- Use of Big Tech infrastructure and library services emancipating from the services provided by Big Tech;
SDG-oriented:

- Design of Library platforms, where users become prosumers and are able to create their own resources;
- Sustainable copyright, with no dependence in the time on copyright-protected products and services;
- Qualitative evaluation, which enables the assessment of SDG-oriented library services
June-Dec 2021

Think the Unthinkable action will consist of Rethinking The Unthinkable before we file projects.

Labs, workshops, and other possible formats useful to exchange best practices
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION!
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